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A severe obstacle for the routine use of crystal plasticity models is the effort associated with
determining their constitutive parameters. Obtaining these parameters usually requires timeconsuming micromechanical tests that allow probing of individual grains. In this study, a
novel, computationally efficient, and fully automated approach is introduced which allows the
identification of constitutive parameters from macroscopic tests. The approach presented here
uses the response surface methodology together with a genetic algorithm to determine an optimal
set of parameters. It is especially suited for complex models with a large number of parameters.
The proposed approach also helps to develop a quantitative and thorough understanding of the
relative influence of the different constitutive parameters and their interactions. Such general
insights into parameter relations in complex models can be used to improve constitutive laws and
reduce redundancy in parameter sets. The merits of the methodology are demonstrated on the
examples of a dislocation-density-based crystal plasticity model for bcc steel, a phenomenological
crystal plasticity model for fcc copper, and a phenomenological crystal plasticity model incor
porating twinning deformation for hcp magnesium. The approach proposed is, however, modelindependent and can be also used to identify parameters of, for instance, fatigue, creep and
damage models. The method has been implemented into the Düsseldorf Advanced Material
Simulation Kit (DAMASK) and is available as free and open-source software. The capability of
translating complex material response into a micromechanical digital twin is an essential
precondition for the ongoing digitalization of material property prediction, quality control of
semi-finished parts, material response in manufacturing and the long-term behavior of products
and materials when in service.

1. Introduction
Crystal plasticity (CP) models cast the extensive knowledge gained from experimental and theoretical studies of single crystal
deformation and dislocation physics into anisotropic elastic-plastic mean-field continuum approximations applicable to a wide range
of scenarios from small-scale micromechanical up to engineering time and length scales (Roters et al., 2010). These models provide
well-validated tools for predicting the evolution of crystallographic texture, dislocation density, stored mechanical energy, damage
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evolution, deformation-driven athermal transformations (such as twinning and martensite formation), in-grain lattice curvature as
well as the associated mechanical behavior of polycrystalline materials subjected to coupled thermo-mechanical loads.
The constitutive laws in a CP model relate the kinetics of the deformation to the physics of the material behavior and depend on a
number of adjustable parameters, yet, obeying physics-based upper and lower bounds. During the last few decades, various consti
tutive inelastic flow laws have been developed, e.g. empirical visco-plastic models (Rice, 1971; Asaro and Rice, 1977), phenomeno
logical models (Voce, 1948; Hutchinson, 1976; Kocks, 1976; Peirce et al., 1982, 1983; Becker, 1991), and physics-based models
(Arsenlis and Parks, 1999, 2002; Arsenlis et al., 2004; Evers et al., 2002, 2004a, 2004b; Cheong and Busso, 2004; Ma and Roters, 2004;
Ma et al., 2006a, 2006b; Gao and Huang, 2003; Wong et al., 2016; Cereceda et al., 2016).
CP laws that are able to accurately predict the deformation behavior over a wide range of loading conditions are fairly complex and
comprehensive. This complexity is partly due to the introduction of physics-based parameters, e.g. different classes of dislocation
populations (Reuber et al., 2014), non-Schmid stress projections (Cereceda et al., 2016), and precipitate morphology (Roters et al.,
2010) to accurately describe the dislocation behavior and partly due to the introduction of multiple deformation mechanisms that
interact and compete with dislocation slip such as martensite formation (Thamburaja and Anand, 2001; Lan et al., 2005), shear band
formation (Anand and Su, 2005, 2007), and mechanical twinning (Wong et al., 2016; Kalidindi, 1998; Staroselsky and Anand, 1998;
Marketz et al., 2002; Salem et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2018). An unwanted side-effect of such advanced CP models is the increased number
of adjustable constitutive parameters.
The capability of a constitutive model to accurately predict the deformation behavior of a specific material strongly depends on the
values selected for the adjustable material parameters. Therefore, an important prerequisite for exploiting the full predictive capa
bilities of physics-based models lies in the identification of an adequate set of material parameters within well-based physical bounds.
Theoretically, most of the constitutive parameters for a CP model can be measured directly from single crystal, single slip experiments
(Bertin et al., 2016; Raabe et al., 2001). Practically, this is rarely done as typical engineering materials are often available only as
polycrystals. One approach to determine the mechanical behavior of individual grains in polycrystalline samples is the use of nano
indentation experiments to probe individual grains (Zambaldi et al., 2012; Tasan et al., 2014; Chakraborty and Eisenlohr, 2017). A
different approach was presented by Bertin et al. (2016), who used a coupled experimental-numerical procedure to obtain CP pa
rameters from the micro-mechanical behavior of a micro-beam made of two grains cut out of a polycrystalline sample. Because of the
substantial experimental efforts associated with such “virtual single crystal” experiments, it is instead preferable to identify CP
constitutive parameters from macroscopic stress–strain data obtained from standard tensile or compression testing. Such procedures
would also catalyze wider use of advanced CP models in the industrial practice where access to small scale experiments for parameter
identification is limited and/or too costly. In that context Herrera-Solaz et al. (2014) developed an inverse optimization method to
determine the single crystal parameters from experimental results of the mechanical behavior of polycrystals. Mandal et al. (2017)
used a canonical correlation analysis to understand the effect of constitutive model parameters on the flow stress behavior for the case
of a mechanical threshold stress model (Lebensohn and Tom�e, 1993).
Identification of constitutive parameters requires to solve an inverse problem, i.e. adjusting material parameters until the simu
lation results match the experimental or reference data. For simple models with a small number of parameters, it is often possible to
calibrate the parameters simply using a trial-and-error or a regression approach. However, this is impracticable for complex consti
tutive models with a large number of material parameters and non-linear interactions between them. In many cases, identifying the
right set of parameters is even a limiting factor in introducing new micro-structural parameters or additional physics-based defor
mation mechanisms into CP models simply because experimental validation is unfeasible or the selection of the values for the material
parameters involved is too arbitrary. The same applies to the introduction of new materials. Nowadays, in the advanced manufacturing
practice, it is required that any material that is used in demanding parts and products must be amenable to established performance,
manufacturing and crash simulations. Such a seamless knowledge transfer between basic materials science (in terms of the underlying
deformation mechanisms and the microstructure evolution) and applied engineering (in terms of the targeted design and loading
scenarios) marks an essential step in the industrial digitalization workflow. In other words, in the context of the rapidly progressing
industry digitalization, any advanced product and process requires its digital twin, with as much materials physics input as required to
arrive at reliable engineering predictions. Thus, when new or improved engineering materials are considered for products and pro
cesses they must be mapped first into their digital counterparts prior to feeding them into downstream manufacturing and releasing
them into service. Therefore, developing an appropriate optimization methodology to determine the constitutive parameters is crucial
for both, using existing and developing new constitutive laws.
Gradient-based optimization methods, such as the steepest descent method and Newton’s methods, have been frequently utilized
for this purpose, e.g. (Herrera-Solaz et al., 2014; Mahnken and Stein, 1996; Saleeb et al., 2002; Yang and Elgamal, 2003; Andrade-
Campos et al., 2007). Mahnken and Stein (1996) and Saleeb et al. (2002) used a gradient-based method to identify the material pa
rameters for viscoplastic material models. Yang and Elgamal (2003) employed a gradient-based method to determine the material
parameters for a multi-surface-plasticity sand model. However, one of the main drawbacks of the gradient-based methods is their
sensitivity to the choice of the initial guess (Andrade-Campos et al., 2007). In other words, the converged solution and the convergence
rate strongly dependent on the starting point. This is especially problematic for complex constitutive laws with strong nonlinear
response, such as typically encountered in the micromechanics of complex engineering materials with multiple deformation mech
anisms. It is worth mentioning that due to the uncertainty and noise in the experimental data, there might be uncertainty or noise in the
objective functions too. This also deteriorates the convergence behavior of gradient based methods. In summary, their limited
robustness calls for alternatives to gradient-based methods for the identification of material parameters.
Direct search methods (Kolda et al., 2003), such as genetic algorithms (GA), are a promising class of algorithms that do not have the
mentioned drawbacks of gradient-based methods. Unlike gradient-based methods, direct search methods do not require any
2
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information about the gradient of the objective function. In these methods, first a set of potential solutions for the optimization
problem is randomly generated. Then, the next generation of potential solutions and the possible solutions for the optimization
problem are determined only by the evaluation of the objective functions at the pre-existing points. Direct search methods are
generally proven to be robust and reliable (Andrade-Campos et al., 2007; Qu et al., 2005). However, the robustness is achieved at the
cost of efficiency (Furukawa et al., 2002).
For direct search methods, a substantial number of evaluations of the objective functions to determine the quality of the potential
solutions is needed. Therefore, the efficiency of these methods depends directly on the computational costs of the evaluated functions.
In the case of fitting constitutive parameters, each evaluation requires to perform at least one if not several simulations, extract the
outputs, and compare them with the experimental data. The computational costs of CP simulations are in general too high to repeat this
procedure frequently. Therefore, despite the robustness of these optimization methods, they are inefficient in determining the material
parameters for complex and computationally expensive CP laws. Direct search methods have been, however, used for numerically less
demanding models, c.f. (Agius et al., 2017).
For the routine use of genetic algorithms to identify the parameters of complex material laws, the computational costs of evaluating
the constitutive response need to be reduced. Therefore, we introduce here an approach to identify CP constitutive parameters effi
ciently by approximating the constitutive response with the help of the response surface methodology (RSM) (Moran et al., 2004;
Bezerra et al., 2008). More precisely, the stress response at different loading conditions is approximated using relationships defined
between the adjustable material parameters and the stress response. This allows to perform more than 106 evaluations of the
constitutive response in approximately the same time as needed for one CP simulation with a fairly complex dislocation-density-based
constitutive model used in this study. It should be noted that in this study a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based spectral method is used
to solve the partial differential equations for static equilibrium, which is a fast and time efficient alternative to the finite element
method (Eisenlohr et al., 2013).
The usage of the RSM comes at the cost of performing a series of simulations using the original CP model to build an off-line
database. The computational cost to build the database depends on the number of parameters used in the optimization. However,
this number is still significantly lower than the number of simulations needed for a GA. The methodology developed in this study is
demonstrated by determining the constitutive parameters of three widely used crystal plasticity models: a phenomenological model
(Hutchinson, 1976), a dislocation-density-based model (Ma and Roters, 2004) and a phenomenological model incorporating defor
mation twinning (Kalidindi, 1998), all implemented in the DAMASK package (Roters et al., 2019).

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the genetic algorithm: The algorithm starts from an initial, randomly generated population. Then, in an iterative process, the
population is evolved toward better solutions. In each generation, the fitness of the chromosomes is evaluated, and the chromosomes with better
fitness are selected to produce a new generation using biological processes such as crossover and mutation. The algorithm terminates when the stop
criterion is satisfied.
3
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2. Methodology
In the following, a novel approach is introduced to determine constitutive parameters of (possibly complex) CP laws from
macroscopic stress–strain curves using a genetic algorithm (GA, see Section 2.1). For identifying a valid set of material parameters,
stress–strain curves obtained under different loading conditions, such as strain rate, temperature, and loading direction, are required.
When using a GA, for each loading condition hundreds of thousands of CP simulations are required. Since this is unfeasible, the
response surface methodology (RSM, see Section 2.2) is employed to replace the CP simulations required to calculate a stress–strain
curve.
2.1. Optimization: Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithms are powerful optimization methods that usually converge to a global minimum of the objective function rather
than getting stuck in a local minimum (Goldberg, 1989). They are based on a randomized search technique which is motivated by the
principles of natural selection and evolution processes (Goldberg, 1989; Beg and Islam, 2016). The terminology of GAs is therefore
related to genetics, i.e.:
∙ A gene is an adjustable parameter of the objective function, i.e. in the current case a constitutive parameter.
∙ A chromosome is a full set of genes that are required to evaluate the objective function, i.e. in the current case a complete set of
adjustable constitutive parameters for a specific CP law.
∙ A population is a set of chromosomes which are processed and compared to each other, i.e. translating in the current case to a
collection of parameter sets for the CP law.
A GA is composed of different steps and processes. In the first step, a number of chromosomes are randomly selected to produce the
initial population. In the next step, the chromosomes are manipulated to generate a new generation. This step involves the evaluation
and selection of chromosomes inspired by biological processes such as crossover and mutation. The details of these processes are
outlined in the following, and Fig. 1 summarizes the employed algorithm graphically.
2.1.1. Initial population
The first step in the GA is to define an initial population. The initial population of Np chromosomes is randomly generated, where Np
is the size of the initial population. A chromosome, Θ, is made up of a number of genes, Θi,
Θ ¼ ðΘ1 ; Θ2 ; …; Θk Þ
The length of a chromosome, k, is equal to the number of adjustable (unknown) parameters in the optimization procedure. Each
gene in the initial population is selected randomly from numbers spaced evenly in its specified range. The range for each parameter is
selected based on known or reasonable physical bounds of the parameter. If the range of a parameter is larger than one order of
magnitude, the parameter value is selected from numbers spaced evenly on a logarithmic scale.
It should be mentioned that defining ranges for the optimization is an advantage of the presented approach. All gradient-based
optimization algorithms, such as the steepest descent algorithm, require an initial guess to be defined before starting the optimiza
tion process. The proper determination of such an initial guess is difficult and vital since the optimization result is highly sensitive to
this initial choice. Usually, the optimal solutions are located in very close vicinity of the initial guess. Although these algorithms are
theoretically not constrained with ranges, in practice, they only search between two local maxima. In the presented methodology, a
range for the parameters needs to be presented instead of the specific initial guess. Typically, selecting a range is more convenient than
selecting a strictly defined initial guess. It should be noted that the optimization result is not sensitive to the selected ranges as long as
the optimal solution is located inside of these ranges.
2.1.2. Objective functions and fitness
For chromosomes in the population a fitness value is determined which signifies its capability of reproducing the target response, i.
e. the set of all measured stress–strain curves. To this end, one or more objective functions are introduced to measure the agreement
between target function and the result obtained with a specific chromosome.
2.1.2.1. Objective functions. The first objective function used here is the difference between the experimentally determined stress and
the simulated stress at selected strain values. In this study, the commonly used L2-norm, also called the Euclidean norm (Harth et al.,
2004), is used to measure the distance, d1, between both curves under loading condition m:
vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
uN
uP
2
u ½b
ui¼0 σ i ðΘ; T; ϵ_ Þ σi ðT; ϵ_ Þ�
m
u
d1 ðΘ; T; ϵ_ Þ ¼ u
(1)
N
P
t
σi ðT; ϵ_ Þ2
i¼0

where σ i is the experimentally measured stress at strain level ϵi, and N is the total number of all strain levels considered. b
σ i is the
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predicted stress response for the set of parameters Θ.
The distance function defined in Eq. (1) is used frequently as the sole objective function for optimization, e.g. (Herrera-Solaz et al.,
2014; Furukawa and Yagawa, 1997; De-Carvalho et al., 2011). However, this objective function captures only the absolute distance
between two curves and fails in capturing the sign of deviation. In other words, a positive or negative distance between the simulation
result and the experimental data cannot be distinguished using Eq. (1). Therefore, response stress–strain curves which are lower than,
higher than, or crossing the experimental data may result in the same value for the error. To penalize a difference in the slope of the
curves, a second type of objective function, d2, is defined which measures the difference of the average slope between the response and
experimental stress.
�
�
�ðb
σ N ðΘ; T; ϵ_ Þ b
σ 0 ðΘ; T; ϵ_ ÞÞ ðσN ðT; ϵ_ Þ σ 0 ðT; ϵ_ ÞÞ ��
dm2 ðΘ; T; ϵ_ Þ ¼ ��
(2)
�
σ N ðT; ϵ_ Þ σ 0 ðT; ϵ_ Þ
where indexes 0 and N represent the yield strain and the maximum evaluated strain, respectively. This objective function can give zero
error for a stress–strain curve parallel to the experimental data and becomes non-zero for a crossing or non-parallel stress–strain curve.
This value is added to the fitness value as a penalty for the deviation from the experimentally measured average hardening.
Both objective functions mentioned above cannot capture explicitly the temperature and strain rate sensitivity. In other words, they
fail to capture the directional sensitivity of the stress–strain curves to a change in temperature or strain rate. Therefore, two additional
types of objective functions are defined in this study, one evaluating the strain rate sensitivity:
vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
uN
uP
u ½ðb
σ i ðΘ; T; ϵ_ k ÞÞ ðσ i ðT; ϵ_ l Þ σi ðT; ϵ_ k ÞÞ�2
ui¼0 σ i ðΘ; T; ϵ_ l Þ b
m
d3 ðΘ; T; ϵ_ k ; ϵ_ l Þ ¼ u
(3)
u
N
P
t
ðσ i ðT; ϵ_ l Þ σ i ðT; ϵ_ k ÞÞ2
i¼0

and one evaluating the temperature sensitivity:
vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
uN
uP
u ½ðb
σ i ðΘ; Tl ; ϵ_ ÞÞ ðσ i ðTk ; ϵ_ Þ σ i ðTl ; ϵ_ ÞÞ�2
ui¼0 σ i ðΘ; Tk ; ϵ_ Þ b
m
u
d4 ðΘ; Tl ; Tk ; ϵ_ Þ ¼ u
N
P
t
ðσi ðTk ; ϵ_ Þ σi ðTl ; ϵ_ ÞÞ2

(4)

i¼0

where ð_ϵk ; ϵ_ l Þ and (Tk, Tl) represent different combinations of strain rates and temperatures, respectively.
2.1.2.2. Fitness. The objective functions defined in Eq. (1) to Eq. (4) estimate the distance between the simulated stress and exper
imental data for one loading condition. The total normalized distance under all M considered loading conditions for each type of
objective function is calculated as:
M
X

Dj ðΘÞ ¼

dmj ðΘ; T; ϵ_ Þ;

(5)

j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4

m¼1

Finally the fitness of a chromosome is calculated by combining the four types of objective functions as:
4
X

FðΘÞ ¼

(6)

wj Dj ðΘÞ
j¼1

where wj are weights for each type of objective functions.
2.1.3. Genetic algorithm processes
2.1.3.1. Selection. A chromosome with a better fitness value has a higher chance of being a parent which mates and recombines to
create offspring for the next generation. In this study, the rank-based wheel approach (Ahn and Ramakrishna, 2002) is used for
selecting pairs of parents. According to this method, the chromosomes are first ranked based on their fitness values. Then, each
chromosome gets a weight solely based on its relative ranking in the population, Np (number of chromosomes in the population).
2.1.3.2. Crossover. Crossover is an operation in which a pair of chromosomes swap their genes to generate a new pair of offspring.
Several approaches for crossover have been proposed (Beg and Islam, 2016; Umbarkar and Sheth, 2015). For this study, the
single-point and reduced surrogate methods (Umbarkar and Sheth, 2015) are considered. In the single-point crossover, the chromo
somes of both parents are divided into two parts. The division is applied at the same position for both parents which is selected
randomly under the condition that each part contains at least one gene. The genes up to the division point for each parent are then
combined with the remaining genes of the other parent to generate a pair of offspring. In the reduced surrogate crossover, single-point
crossover is used for recombination of the genes from parents. However, in this method, the division is limited to those positions which
5
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result in offsprings with different genes. If the parents are similar, and there are no possible crossover points, no action is taken. This
crossover method reduces unwanted recombination in case parents have similar genes, and it prevents generating duplicate offspring.
The effect of the crossover method on the robustness and efficiency of the GA is discussed in Section 3.2.8.
2.1.3.3. Mutation. Mutation randomly changes one or more genes in a chromosome with a probability equal to the mutation rate (Soni
and Kumar, 2014). Mutation is used to maintain diversity during evolution of the population. Diversity helps to avoid local minima by
preventing the generations from becoming very similar. High mutation rates render a GA into a random search algorithm. In this study,
the mutation only changes one gene. In addition, the mutation rate is 0.01, which means the mutation changes approximately 1 out of
100 chromosomes.
2.1.3.4. Elitist selection. By means of elitist selection a small proportion of the best chromosomes from the current generation is
preserved and passed without any changes to the next generation. Elitist selection increases the performance as it ensures that the
achievement is not lost from one generation to the next. The elite chromosomes are not allowed to be crossed over or subjected to
mutation. However, the elite chromosomes are eligible for selection as parents.
For this purpose, the population is first ranked according to the fitness value calculated using Eq. (6). Then, the best chromosomes
are passed to the next generation. It is expected that the effect of the parameters is different for the different types of objective functions
defined in Eq. (1) to Eq. (4). This implies that a chromosome with a high fitness value for one type of objective functions may contain a
few high-quality genes. Therefore, the elitist selection is performed independently for each type of objective function using Eq. (5). In
this study, the elitist operation preserves 1% of the chromosomes for each type of objective functions.
2.1.4. New generation
Finally, a new generation consists of chromosomes obtained by the following processes:
∙ Elite chromosomes (�5%)
∙ Offspring with mutation (�1%)
∙ Offspring without mutation (rest)
2.1.5. Stop criterion
The genetic algorithm stops when one of the following conditions is met:
∙ A large number of the chromosomes in a generation become equal (70% of the population in this study).
∙ There has been no improvement in the best solution for a number of generations (50 generations in this study).
∙ The maximal number of generations is reached (500 generations in this study).
Solutions are accepted only if one of the first two criteria are responsible for the termination of the GA. Terminating the GA by the
third stop criterion shows that the optimization process has been unsuccessful, and the result from the optimization procedure is not
acceptable.
2.2. Approximate evaluation function: Response surface methodology
A straightforward and simple way of estimating the fitness of a chromosome is to perform a simulation and compare the outputs
with experimental results with the help of above defined objective functions. However, a GA involves a substantial number of eval
uations. This makes the use of GAs time-consuming, if not even impossible when the evaluation function, i.e. here the CP simulation, is
computationally expensive. Here, a cost-effective approximate evaluation function based on the response surface methodology (RSM)
is used to evaluate the fitness of the chromosomes.
The response surface methodology is a statistical technique that gives the relationship between explanatory variables with one or
more response variables (Moran et al., 2004; Bezerra et al., 2008). Based on this approach, a polynomial is fitted to approximate the
response variables. This method is especially useful when the effects of an explanatory variable are dependent on the level of the other
explanatory variables. In this study, the response variable is the stress and the explanatory variables are the adjustable constitutive
parameters. Applied strain, temperature, and strain rate are independent (conditional) input variables.
The response surface methodology requires a series of designed experiments in the domain being studied to estimate the response.
A factorial experiment or a fractional factorial design can be used to estimate a first-degree polynomial model (Moran et al., 2004;
Bezerra et al., 2008). To build up a second-order (quadratic) polynomial model, which considers curvature in the response, more
complex experimental designs such as three-level factorial, Box-Behnken, central composite, or Doehlert designs are needed (Moran
et al., 2004; Bezerra et al., 2008). Design of experiments (DOE) helps to select a set of experiments (i.e. CP simulations) to efficiently fit
the response surface.
2.2.1. Design of experiments
Design of experiments (DOE) is an efficient and systematic procedure of planning and conducting a set of experiments to analyze
and interpret a group of explanatory (input) variables (factors) that controls a desired response (output variable). The term experiment
6
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refers to this systematic procedure of conducting the experiments. This method allows to determine the effect and interaction effect of
different explanatory variables on the response variable, and what the target level of these explanatory variables should be to achieve a
desired response. DOE involves selecting the variables, a range for each variable, and a design strategy.
2.2.1.1. Factorial design. There are different approaches available for a multi-factor DOE. One approach is called a full factorial
experiment, in which all possible combinations of the variables are considered for all variable levels.
2.2.1.2. Two-level factorial design. In a two-level factorial experimental design, each variable has two levels. The variables are
normalized as:
θi ¼

Θmi

Θi

(7)

Θsi

s
where θi is the normalized value for variable (i.e. gene) Θi. Θm
i and Θi are respectively the center point and the span of the range for Θi.
Hence, 1 and 1 correspond to the lower and upper limits of an explanatory variable, respectively.
For a two-level full factorial design, the number of runs is 2k, where k is the number of variables. Here, k corresponds to the length of
the chromosomes in the GA optimization procedure. Fractional factorial design can be used to prevent the number of runs from
0
becoming too large. The number of runs for a fractional factorial design is 2k k , where k0 describes the size of the fraction of the full
factorial used. Since the two-level factorial design is efficient and economical, it has been extensively used. However, it is only possible
to build up a first-degree polynomial model when using a two-level factorial design.

2.2.1.3. Central composite design. In order to include the curvature of the response surface, at least a three-level factorial design is
needed. However, a three-level full factorial design requires 3k experiments, making it unfeasible even for a moderate number of
variables. Therefore, the three-level factorial design has been rarely used. Alternatively, the central composite design (CCD) (Box and
Wilson, 1951), also known as Box-Wilson Central Composite Design, can be used to include curvature without needing to use the full
three-level factorial design. A CCD consists of a two-level factorial or fractional factorial design with center points and a group of star
points. The star points are defined at a distance of η from the center point, and they allow considering curvature in the response
function. In this study, the face-centered (CCF) composite design is used in which the star points are at the center of each face of the
factorial space, i.e. η ¼ 1. Using this method the physical lower and upper limits are maintained. The number of the runs required for a
central composite design is k2 þ 2k þ cp, where cp is the number of center points.
2.2.2. Polynomial approximation
A polynomial is fitted to the values obtained at the support points to describe the response variable, here stress, as a function of the
explanatory variables, here the adjustable material parameters. In this study, a second-order polynomial including up to four-way
interaction effects is used:
b
σ ¼ β0 þ

k
X

k
X

βi θ i þ
i¼1

i¼1

βii θ2i þ

k
X

k
X

βij θi θj þ
1�i<j

k
X

βijl θi θj θl þ
1�i<j<l

βijlm θi θj θl θm þ e

i 6¼ j 6¼ l

(8)

1�i<j<l<m

where θi and b
σ are the explanatory variables and response variables, respectively. e represents the error, the difference between the
observed results and the predicted values. β0 is the constant effect. βi is the main effect of parameter θi which determines the sig
nificance of the variable. βij, βijl and βijlm are two-way, three-way, and four-way interaction effects. βii are curvilinear (or quadratic)
effects which represent the curvature in the response. The main effects and the interaction effects can be estimated from a two-level
design. βii can be calculated only when a three- (or higher) level design such as CCD is used. Eq. (8) can be rewritten in matrix notation
as:
(9)

Ybσ ¼ Xθ β þ E

where Ybσ is the response matrix, Xθ is the full experimental design matrix, β is the full parameter matrix, and E is the error matrix. β can
be approximated using the method of least squares (Bezerra et al., 2008), which is a multiple regression technique to minimize the
residual:
(10)

1

β ¼ ðXTθ Xθ Þ ðXTθ Ybσ Þ

It should be noted that the predicted polynomial is not a physical model, it is only a statistical approximation developed using
regression analysis to predict the physical response.
The response stress b
σ is impacted by both explanatory variables and independent variables. The explanatory variables, θ, are the
unknown constitutive material parameters which are needed to be identified. The independent variables are those variables at which a
CP model should be able to predict the deformation behavior correctly. In other words, for a properly identified set of parameters Θ, a
CP model should predict the deformation behavior correctly for all loading conditions considered. Then, the response stress for
different loading conditions can be approximated as:

7
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(11)

b
σ i ðΘ; T; ϵ_ Þ ¼ θ βi ðT; ϵ_ Þ

σ i ðΘ; T; ϵ_ Þ is the approximate response stress for explanatory variables Θ at a discrete strain point i, temperature T, and strain
where b
rate ϵ_ . βi ðT; ϵ_ Þ is the effects vector predicted at discrete strain point i, temperature T, and strain rate ϵ_ . θ is the full normalized
experimental design vector. In this study, the independent variables are the applied strains, temperatures, and strain rates.
2.3. Approximate evaluation function correction
The polynomial used to predict the response stress is an approximation for the CP simulation, and it includes some statistical error.
To compensate for this error and to improve the results, CP simulations are performed at the best solution determined through the use
of GA and RSM. In the next step, when using the CP simulations, the constant effect in the off-line database is corrected such that the
RSM matches the simulation result for this set of parameters. The updated database is then used to obtain the next best solution. This
process is continued until the results are converged and no more improvement is observed.
2.4. Sensitivity analysis
As mentioned earlier, the number of experimental runs grows exponentially with an increase in the number of variables. A CP
model, especially a physics-based one, has a large number of variables. However, depending on the domain of interest (the applied
strain, deformation temperature, and strain rate), some parameters may have a negligible effect on the response stress. Therefore,
considering these ineffective parameters in the RSM is not efficient and practical. One way to increase the time efficiency of the
methodology is the identification of these ineffective parameters using a sensitivity study. A sensitivity study is a technique to effi
ciently investigate how an explanatory variable impacts the response variable in the domain of interest. For conducting such a study, a
low-resolution fractional factorial design is used, for more information see Section 2.2.1. The statistical significance of each parameter
can be evaluated using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) (Doncaster and Davey, 2007). The results from the sensitivity study serve as a
tool to select proper constitutive parameters in the optimization procedure. Here it is used as an optional step before the actual
optimization procedure.
2.5. Summary
The methodology presented in this section is summarized in the flowchart presented in Fig. 2.
3. Results and discussion
In this section, the application of the methodology for a phenomenological CP model, see Section 3.1, a dislocation-density-based
CP model, see Section 3.2, and a phenomenological CP model incorporating deformation twinning, see Section 3.3, is discussed. The

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the optimization procedure.
8
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spectral solver implemented in DAMASK (Eisenlohr et al., 2013; Roters et al., 2019; Shanthraj et al., 2015) is used to conduct the CP
simulations using these three constitutive laws. The representative volume element (RVE) is made out of 512 grains. One grid point is
used per grain which results in a grid of 8 � 8 � 8 points. The RVE is subjected to periodic boundary conditions.
The robustness of the optimization approach is demonstrated using three sets of reference stress–strain curves computed with the
employed CP models. The performance of the optimization methodology is accessed by comparing the optimization outputs with the
original values of the parameters. In addition, two other main advantages of using such synthetic reference data are: Firstly, the
reproduced stress–strain curves can be considered as a perfect set of reference data. Therefore, it can be best used to investigate the
capabilities of the methodology without disturbance from experimental inaccuracies. Secondly, this data set follows the physics of the
CP model. Therefore, the shortcomings and physical limitations of the CP model do not deteriorate the performance of the optimization
methodology.
3.1. Phenomenological crystal plasticity model
The phenomenological model used in this study was first introduced by Hutchinson for fcc crystals (Hutchinson, 1976). This model
uses a critical resolved shear stress, τ0, as the state variable on each slip system α. This CP model is modified in DAMASK to be used for
other crystal structures (Roters et al., 2010, 2019). The kinematics for elasto-plastic behavior is defined within the finite deformation
framework.
3.1.1. Constitutive law
In the phenomenological model, shear on each slip system occurs according to
� α �n
�τ �
γ_ α ¼ γ_ 0 �� α �� sgnðτα Þ

(12)

τ0

where τ0 is the slip resistance, γ_ 0 is the reference shear rate, and n determines the strain rate sensitivity of slip. The influence of any set
of slip system, α0 , on the hardening behavior of a slip system α is given by:

τ_ α0 ¼

Ns
X

0

(13)

hαα0 j_γα j

0

α ¼1

where hαα0 is the hardening matrix. It empirically captures the micromechanical interaction among different slip systems:
� �
� �
τ0 α a
hαα0 ¼ qαα0 h0 1

τ∞

(14)

where h0, a, and τ∞ are slip hardening parameters, which are assumed to be the same for all 12 slip systems of the {111}〈110〉 type in
fcc crystals. qαα0 is a measure for latent hardening, and its value is taken as 1.0 for coplanar slip systems α and α0 , and 1.4 otherwise.
This renders the hardening behavior anisotropic.
3.1.2. Numerical inputs
3.1.2.1. Reference data sets. The material parameters listed in Table 1 are used to calculate reference stress–strain curves using the
phenomenological constitutive model for a strain rate range from 10 5 s 1 to 103 s 1. These material parameters are according to those
reported for fcc copper (Roters et al., 2019). In this example, a random orientation distribution was used. Periodic boundary conditions
were applied to this RVE which was loaded in uniaxial compression up to 40% strain.
3.1.2.2. Adjustable parameters and their ranges. Table 2 lists the ranges selected for the adjustable parameters of the phenomenological
model. These ranges are used to build the off-line databases. The ranges of the parameters are selected in a way to be according to the
Table 1
Material parameters used to produce reference stress–strain data for the phenomenological model.
variable

description

units

reference value

C11
C12
C44
γ_ 0

elastic constant
elastic constant
elastic constant
reference shear rate

MPa
MPa
MPa
s 1

100
60
30
0.001

slip resistance
saturation stress
slip hardening parameter
strain rate sensitivity parameter
slip hardening parameter

MPa
MPa
MPa
–
–

30
60
80
20
2

τ0
τ∞
h0
n
a

9
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values reported in the literature for fcc copper and to include the original set of data.
3.1.3. Parameter effects and their interaction
The fitting methodology presented here does not only provide a set of parameters in a “black box” style, but it also enables to
quantify the effects and interactions of the individual parameters. Such insights help to develop a quantitative and thorough under
standing of the role of the underlying single crystal parameters in predicting the deformation behavior of a polycrystalline aggregate.
This knowledge can be used to explore the shortcomings and possibly redundant parameters of a constitutive law towards improving
existing or developing new constitutive laws.
This subsection provides a discussion on the effect of each parameter and interaction effect among different parameters in a
polycrystalline aggregate. A main effect shows how the response variable is affected with a change in one of the independent variables,
ignoring the effects of all other independent variables. An interaction effect implies how the effect of one independent variable may
depend on the level of the other independent variables. It should be noted that the magnitude of the effects depends on the range
selected for the parameters, a larger range for a variable results in a larger effect. The magnitudes of the effects are calculated using Eq.
(10) and Eq. (11). In this paper, only effects with an absolute magnitude larger than 30% of the absolute magnitude of the largest effect
will be shown. However, it should be noted that based on the output from ANOVA, there are many more significant effects than those
shown in the figures.
Fig. 3(a) shows the main effects and the interaction effects for the stress at the yield point. The only significant parameters at the
yield point are slip resistance, τ0, and strain rate sensitivity parameter, n, with positive and negative effects, respectively. A positive
main effect indicates that an increase in the variable increases the stress at the considered plastic strain level, whereas a negative main
effect indicates that an increase in the variable decreases the resulting stress. For example, the main effect for τ0 has a value of 58 for
the case of ϵ_ p ¼ 10 s 1 and ϵp ¼ 0. This reveals that a change from 15 MPa ( 1 level) to 40 MPa (þ1 level), when all other parameters
are at base level 0, results in approximately 2 � 58 MPa increase in the yield stress.
Fig. 3 (b) shows the dominating main effects and the interaction effects for the stress at a plastic strain of ϵp ¼ 0.36. At this plastic
strain, the effect of other parameters becomes significant. The main effect of the strain rate sensitivity parameter, n, and the slip
hardening parameter, a, is negative, while the main effect of slip resistance, τ0, and saturation stress, τ∞, is positive. The main effect of
the slip hardening parameter, h0, is positive but much smaller than the main effect for other parameters.
The interaction between some of the parameters is significant. For example, the interaction effect between a and τ∞ is significant
and negative. A negative two-way interaction means the main effect of one variable decreases as the level of the other variable in
creases. Therefore, the main effect of τ∞ is lower at a higher level of a. A positive two-way interaction effect between two variables
shows the opposite, the main effect of one variable increases if the level of other variable increases. In addition, the noticeable
quadratic effect for n and a is an evidence for curvature in the stress response.
The effect of all parameters increases with an increase in strain rate. However, the increase is noticeably larger for the strain rate
sensitivity parameter n in comparison to the other parameters. This confirms that the rate sensitivity is mainly controlled by n.
Fig. 4(a) shows the effects plot for the stress at different applied strain levels. It can be seen that the magnitude of the effect for
different parameters is highly dependent on the applied strain. For all parameters, the magnitude of the effect is larger at higher
applied strains except for τ0, for which the magnitude of the main effect decreases with an increase in applied strain. Fig. 4(b) shows
the effects plot for the average strain hardening rate. Obviously, the main effect for all parameters is significant. The main effect of τ0, n
and a is negative, while the main effect of τ∞ is positive. Again, the effects are stronger at higher strain rates.
3.1.4. Determined parameter set
Fig. 5 shows the results from 20 independent optimization runs. The error analysis shows that the maximum error in the predicted
stress–strain curves for all 20 optimization runs is around 0.5 MPa for the load case of ϵ_ ¼ 1000 s 1 at ϵp ¼ 0.4. Therefore, all the
solutions can be considered as a good solution to predict the deformation behavior.
The optimized values for τ0 and n are exactly the same as the original values up to two significant digits. This reveals that these
parameters have a unique contribution to the CP model, and the optimization methodology is able to capture this uniqueness.
The optimized solutions for the other parameters are located in a distribution around the original values. The optimization results
for τ∞ are distributed between 57.4 MPa and 63.1 MPa. This is around 19% of the optimization range, which is in general acceptable.
Therefore, this parameter can be predicted properly, however, with some deviation from the original value. The main reason for this
error can be attributed to the boundary conditions used in the optimization. τ∞ determines the steady-state stress at high applied
strains. However, the reference data used for the optimization are limited to a maximum strain of 0.4. Therefore, no unique solution
can be achieved for τ∞.
Table 2
Ranges of the adjustable parameters for the phenomenological CP model.
variable

units

range

τ0
τ∞

MPa
MPa
MPa
–
–

[15, 40]
[40, 70]
[60, 100]
[10, 30]
[1, 3]

h0
n
a

10
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Fig. 3. The main effects and interactions effects for the stress at (a) ϵp ¼ 0, (b) ϵp ¼ 0.36. The magnitudes of the effects are calculated using Eq. (10)
and Eq. (11), and they are in MPa. The material parameters are defined in Table 1.

Fig. 4. (a) The effects plot for the stress at different applied strains for ϵ_ ¼ 1 s 1 , (b) the effects plot for the average strain hardening rate. The
magnitudes of the effects are calculated using Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), and they are in MPa. The material parameters are defined in Table 1.

Fig. 5. The box plot of the optimized solutions from 20 optimization runs for the phenomenological model.
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The optimization results for a are distributed between 1.77 and 2.28, which is around 26% of the optimization range. This dis
tribution is relatively wide but around the original reference data. This parameter mainly affects the hardening behavior. As it was
observed, there is a strong interaction between a and τ∞ and both parameters can compensate each other to a high degree. Therefore,
with no unique solution for τ∞, it is not possible to reach a unique solution for a.
The optimization results for h0 are distributed between 73.6 MPa and 87.6 MPa, which is around 35% of the optimization range.
This distribution is relatively wide but again it is essentially accumulated around the original reference data. The main effect for h0 is
considerably smaller than those of the other parameters. Therefore, the scatter in the optimized values for this parameter has a
negligible effect on the stress–strain curves. In general, it is difficult to reach a unique solution for parameters with a small effect.
3.2. Dislocation-density-based crystal plasticity model
In this subsection, the novel methodology is applied to determine parameters for a dislocation-density-based model first introduced
by Ma et al. (Ma and Roters, 2004; Ma et al., 2006a). The kinematics for elasto-plastic behavior is defined within the finite deformation
framework, and the model is implemented in DAMASK, for more detail see (Roters et al., 2010, 2019).
3.2.1. Constitutive law
The shear rate, γ_ α , is related to the average velocity of mobile dislocations of the slip system, vα, by the Orowan equation:
(15)

γ_ α ¼ ρα bvα
where ρα is the mobile dislocation density of the slip system α, and b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector.
The average velocity can be determined as:
vα ¼

l
1
1
¼
¼
tw þ tr twl þ tlr v1α þ v1α
b

(16)

r

where l is the average distance between the short-range barriers, tw is the waiting time to overcome a barrier, and tr is the running time
for a dislocation to move from one barrier to the next one.
The running velocity can be estimated as (Cereceda et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2007):
vαr ¼

τ*Tα b

(17)

B

where B is the drag coefficient and τ*Tα is the thermal stress as defined in Eq. (19).
The velocity vαb is described by an activated glide model first proposed by Kocks et al. (1975) as:
�
�
� *α �p �q �
ΔF
τT
vαb ¼ v0 exp
1
signðτα Þ
kB T
τ*0

(18)

where ΔF is the total short-range barrier energy, i.e. the activation energy for glide in the absence of any applied stresses. v0 is the
dislocation glide velocity pre-factor. p and q determine the shape of the short-range barrier. Typically, ranges of 0 < p � 1 and 1 � q � 2
are proposed (Kocks et al., 1975). τ*Tα is the thermal stress and it is calculated as:
( α
for
jτα j > ταμ
jτ j ταμ
τ*Tα ¼
(19)
0
for
jτα j � ταμ

τα is the total resolved shear stress on the slip system α, and ταμ is the athermal component of the resolved shear stress which is defined
as:

Ns
�X

ταμ ¼ μb

�1=2
0
0
ξαα0 ðρα þ ραd Þ

(20)

α0 ¼1

where μ is the shear modulus, ραd is the dislocation dipole density of the slip system α, and ξαα0 is interaction matrix between the
different slip systems α and α0 .
τ*0 is the barrier’s strength, i.e. the stress required to overcome short-range barriers without thermal assistance:

τ*0 ¼ ðjτα j

ταμ Þ

(21)

at T ¼ 0 K

The evolution rates of the mobile dislocation density and the dislocation dipole density are given respectively as:

ρ_α ¼

j_γα j
bΛα

2dαdipole α α
ρ j_γ j
b

(22)
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and

ρ_αd ¼

2ðdαdipole dαanni Þ α α
ρ j_γ j
b

2dαanni α α
ρ j_γ j
b d

ραd

4vclimb
dαdipole dαanni

(23)

The first term in Eq. (22) is the dislocation multiplication rate. The multiplication rate is controlled by the dislocation mean free
path Λα, which is given as:
1
1
1
¼ þ
Λα dg λα

(24)

where dg is the average grain size, and
Ns
�1=2
0
0
1
1 �X
gαα0 ðρα þ ραd Þ
α ¼
λ
Cλ 0

(25)

α ¼1

where Cλ is a coefficient determining the number of dislocations that a dislocation passes before it is trapped by forest dislocations. gαα0
are projections for the forest dislocation density as introduced in (Ma and Roters, 2004).
The second term in Eq. (22) represents the decrease in the mobile dislocation density due to annihilation and dipole formation.
Dislocation annihilation happens if, during a time increment dt, there is a mobile dislocation with opposite sign within the area
2dαanni vα dt. dαanni is a critical value for two mobile dislocations with opposite sign to annihilate. It is preferable to express dαanni as multiples
the Burgers vector b:
(26)

dαanni ¼ Canni b

where Canni is the dislocation annihilation coefficient. The annihilation term in Eq. (22) is estimated based on the assumption of the
same density of positive and negative dislocations.
The mobile dislocation density also decreases due to dipole formation. A dipole is formed when two mobile dislocations have a
distance larger than dαanni but smaller than the critical distance for dipole formation, dαdipole , see also the first and second terms in Eq.
(23). The critical distance for dipole formation is given by
dαdipole ¼

μ
16πjτα j

(27)

b

The third term in Eq. (23) represents the decrease in the dislocation dipole density due to the thermal annihilation of edge dis
locations by climb. Thermal annihilation plays a dominant role at high temperatures (Nix et al., 1985; Zhang et al., 2013). The
dislocation climb velocity, vclimb, is given as:
!
3μD0 Ω
1
Qc
expð
vclimb ¼
Þ
(28)
2πkB T dαdipole þ dαanni
kB T
where D0 is the self-diffusion coefficient, Ω is the activation volume for climb, and Qc is the activation energy for climb.
3.2.2. Numerical inputs
3.2.2.1. Reference data set. The material parameters listed in Tables 3 and 4 are used together with temperature-dependent elastic
constants from (Dever, 1972; Adams et al., 2006) to compute stress–strain curves for a temperature range from 30K to 900K and a
strain rate range from 0.01 s 1–10 s 1. As the model is strain rate and temperature sensitive, the respective objective functions are
used. These material parameters are according to the parameters identified from experimental data for IF steel. The orientation
Table 3
Material parameters used to produce reference stress–strain data for the dislocation-density-based CP model.
variable

description

units

reference value

ρα

v0
ΔF
p
q

initial dislocation density
dislocation glide velocity pre-factor
activation energy for dislocation glide
p-exponent in glide velocity
q-exponent in glide velocity
short-range barriers strength at 0 K

m/m3
m/s
J
–
–
MPa

6.85 � 1010
4.8 � 104
1.87 � 10 19
0.32
1.46
395

B
dg
Cλ
Canni
b

drag coefficient
average grain size
parameter controlling dislocation mean free path
Coefficient for dislocation annihilation
Burgers vector

Pa s
μm
–
–
nm

10–4
50
48.2
8.7
0.248

τ*0
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Table 4
Coefficients of interaction between different slip systems for iron from (Madec and Kubin, 2017).
self

coplanar

collinear

orthogonal

glissile

sessile

0.1

0.1

0.72

0.053

0.137

0.073

distribution was chosen to match the weak texture commonly observed for hot-rolled IF steel as shown in Fig. 6. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied to this RVE which was loaded in uniaxial compression up to 40% strain.
3.2.2.2. Adjustable parameters and their ranges. Table 5 list the ranges selected for the adjustable parameters for the dislocationdensity-based model. This ranges are used to build the off-line databases. The ranges of the parameters are selected relatively wide
and include the original set of data. It should be noted that the optimization result is not sensitive to the selected ranges as long as the
RSM can statistically describe the CP model.
3.2.2.3. Recovery parameters. The parameters defining recovery due to dislocation climb, see Eq. (28), have a significant effect on the
strain hardening behavior. However, the recovery term in the investigated constitutive law is not able to describe recovery over the
range of temperatures considered in this study. More precisely, the model predicts a very rapid increase of climb velocity even for a
small increase in the temperature and, hence, the formulation becomes unstable after a temperature rise of around 200K–300K. Due to
resulting convergence issues, it was not possible to identify values for the recovery parameters in a systematic way for a large tem
perature range. Therefore, the climb based dynamic recovery is neglected in this study. Although the effect of recovery may be
negligible at low temperatures, it has a considerable effect on the strain hardening behavior at high temperatures. While a modified
description of recovery is currently under development, this topic is out of the scope of the current work, and it will be presented in a
separate publication.
3.2.3. Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity study was performed to determine the statistically significant material parameters for the ranges presented in Table 5.
The significance of each parameter was evaluated using the ANOVA test. It was observed that, despite the relatively large ranges
selected for dg and B, their effects are not statistically significant for any loading condition. Therefore, they have been removed from
the optimization process, and their values have been fixed at 50 μm and 10 4 Pa s, respectively, to save computational time.
3.2.4. Parameter effects and their interaction
3.2.4.1. Yield stress. Fig. 7 shows the effects plot of the different parameters at the yield point for the resulting stress. It can be seen
that the main effect for p, τ*0 , ΔF, and ρα 0 is positive. Therefore, the resulting yield stress increases with an increase in these variables.
The main effect for q and v0 is negative, and an increase in the magnitude of these variables decreases the resulting yield stress.
Obviously, there are significant interactions between some of the parameters. For example, the interaction between p and τ*0 is
noticeably strong and positive. Therefore, the main effect of p is higher at a higher level of τ*0 . The negative two-way interaction effect
between p and v0 shows the opposite, the main effect of p decreases if the level of v0 increases.
The ANOVA also shows that some of the three-way and four-way interaction effects are statistically significant. This is especially
the case at high temperatures and for interaction effects between p, q, τ*0 , ΔF, and v0. Including the high-order interaction terms in the
polynomial approximation therefore results in a better prediction of the response stress. Hence, in this study, up to four-way

Fig. 6. (a) Initial microstructure and texture of the hot rolled IF-steel measured across the thickness (ND) perpendicular to the rolling direction (RD)
using electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) and (b) ϕ2 ¼ 45� ODF section of the as-received hot-rolled IF steel.
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Table 5
Ranges of the adjustable parameters for the dislocation-density-based CP model.
variable

units

range

ρα

v0
ΔF
p
q

m/m3
m/s
J
–
–
MPa

[1010, 1012]
[104, 106]
[1.5, 2.5] � 10
[0.25, 0.7]
[1.2, 1.8]
[250, 500]

B
dg
Cλ
Canni

Pa s
μm
–
–

[10 2, 10 5]
[30, 100]
[20, 60]
[5, 25]

τ*0

19

Fig. 7. The main effects and interactions effects for the stress at the yield point (a) for ϵ_ ¼ 1:0s 1 at varying temperatures, (b) for T ¼ 373 K at
varying strain rates. The magnitudes of the effects are calculated using Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), and they are in MPa. The material parameters are
defined in Table 3.

Fig. 8. The main effects and interactions effects for stress at the yield point for (a) temperature sensitivity, (b) strain rate sensitivity. The magnitudes
of the effects are calculated using Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), and they are in MPa. The material parameters are defined in Table 3.
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interaction effects are used, see Eq. (8).
3.2.4.2. Temperature sensitivity. Fig. 8(a) shows the influence of the dominant parameters on the temperature sensitivity, ðb
σ T1
b
σ T2 Þjϵ_ p ¼const , at the yield point. The results show that the temperature sensitivity is mainly controlled by the parameters which define
the barrier, i.e. τ*0 , ΔF, p, and q. The main effect for p, τ*0 , and ΔF is positive, while the main effect for q is negative. There are also
significant interactions between these parameters.
3.2.4.3. Strain rate sensitivity. Fig. 8(b) shows the influence of the dominant parameters on the strain rate sensitivity, ðb
σ ϵ_ p1
b
σ ϵ_ p2 ÞjT¼const , at the yield point. Similar to the temperature sensitivity, the strain rate sensitivity is mainly controlled by the barrier’s

parameters. However, the influence of v0 is more pronounced than for the temperature dependency. The main effect for p and τ*0 is
positive, while the main effect for q and v0 is negative. As for the temperature sensitivity, there are some significant two-way inter
action effects.
3.2.4.4. Hardening-rate sensitivity. Fig. 9 shows the effects plot for the average strain hardening rate. The most significant parameters
are Canni and Cλ. The main effect for both parameters are negative while their interaction effect is positive. Therefore, the effect of each
of these two parameters is stronger when the other parameter is at its lowest level. The noticeable quadratic effect for Cλ is an evidence
for curvature in the stress response. It can be seen that the magnitude of the main effect is strongly dependent on the applied strain.
Moreover, the effect of Canni is stronger than Cλ at higher strains. Therefore, a higher value for Canni results in an earlier steady-state
condition in the stress–strain curve. This result shows that, despite the strong interaction between these two parameters, there is a
relevant difference between their roles.
3.2.5. Grouping the parameters
It is important to notice that there is no significant interaction between Canni and Cλ with the other parameters, i.e. p, τ*0 , ΔF, ρα 0 , q,
and v0. This indicates the possibility of grouping the parameters into two blocks in the RSM study. The main advantage of grouping the
parameters is the substantial decrease in the number of simulations required to build the off-line database. This reduction is especially
significant when a model requires a large number of parameters and when these parameters can be split into independent groups. For
the considered case of the dislocation-density-based model, 28 ¼ 256 simulations are needed per loading conditions to build a fullfractional database. By grouping the parameters in two blocks of six and two parameters, only 26 þ 22 ¼ 68 simulations are
needed. In addition, grouping results in a lower error in the response estimated by the RSM. Therefore, a better convergence for the
optimization procedure can be achieved.
A closer look on the physical effect of the parameters reveals that the yield stress is determined mainly by p, τ*0 , ΔF, ρα 0 , q, and v0,
while Canni and Cλ are dominating the hardening behavior. Therefore, the two groups of the parameters can be determined inde
pendently from each other. For example, using the experimental data for yield strength and in the absence of hardening data, one can
still accurately identify p, τ*0 , ΔF, ρα 0 , q, and v0. This is of practical relevance since for many materials the yield strength is well
characterized at different deformation temperatures and strain rates.
The results in the following are obtained by separating the parameters into two groups based on their interactions and their effects.
The first group includes p, τ*0 , ΔF, ρα, q, and v0, and the second group includes Canni and Cλ.
3.2.6. Determined parameter set
Fig. 10 shows the results from 20 independent optimization runs, and the complete set of optimized parameters for five

Fig. 9. The main effects and interactions effects for stress at varying applied strains. The magnitudes of the effects are calculated using Eq. (10) and
Eq. (11), and they are in MPa. The material parameters are defined in Table 3.
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Fig. 10. The box plot of the optimized solutions from 20 optimization runs for the dislocation-density-based model.
Table 6
The complete set of optimized parameters for five different optimization runs.
optimization run
2
7
11
14
19

ρα(m/m3)

p

ΔF(J)
11

6.85 � 10
6.85 � 1011
6.85 � 1011
6.85 � 1011
6.85 � 1011

1.84 �
1.79 �
2.00 �
1.86 �
1.85 �

10
10
10
10
10

19
19
19
19
19

q

0.338
0.353
0.277
0.318
0.331

1.52
1.57
1.28
1.43
1.47

τ*0 ðMPaÞ
402
410
359
388
395

v0(m/s)
4

5.01 � 10
4.37 � 104
5.37 � 104
3.72 � 104
5.25 � 104

Cλ

Canni

48
48
48
48
48

8.82
8.82
8.82
8.82
8.82

optimization runs is listed in Table 6. Except for one optimization (run 11, see the outliers in Fig. 10), the optimization methodology
recovers the original parameters with good accuracy. Even for run 11 the relative error in yield stress is below 1%. The optimized
values for ρα, Canni, and Cλ are exactly the same as the original values up to two significant figures. This reveals that these parameters
have a unique contribution to the CP model, and the optimization methodology is, therefore, able to recover the original values.
For v0, the optimization outputs are located in a relatively narrow distribution around the original value between 2.29 � 104ms 1
to 7.94� 104ms 1, which is around 5.7% of the optimization range. The main effect for v0 is relatively small in comparison to the other
parameters. Therefore, it is in general difficult to reach the original value for this parameter, and the obtained values scatter around the
original value.
For p, q, ΔF, and τ*0 the optimization outputs are located in a wider distribution around the original values. For p the optimization
results are distributed between 0.32 and 0.36, which is around 9.6% of the optimization range. The distribution for q is between 1.43
and 1.58, which is around 25% of the optimization range. The optimization results for ΔF are distributed between 1.73 � 10 19J to
1.92 � 10 19J, which is around 19% of the optimization range. The distribution for τ*0 is between 388 MPa and 412 MPa, which is
around 9.6% of the optimization range.
p, q, ΔF, and τ*0 have a strong interaction with each other, and the stress–strain curves from the CP model are underdetermined for a

Fig. 11. The error in the yield stress prediction using the optimized solutions from different optimization runs. The errors corresponds to the
different loading conditions, i.e. different loading temperatures and strain rates.
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large range of temperatures and strain rates. As a result, the difference between the error from different sets of solutions is very subtle
and reaching the exact original set of values for these parameters is not possible. This topic will be discussed in more detail in a
subsequent paper which is focused on the numerics of the dislocation-density-based model.
Fig. 11 shows the error in the yield stress prediction for 20 optimization runs. It can be clearly seen that the error for the different
sets of the optimized solutions is considerably small, even for optimization run 11. The maximum error mostly occurs at the lowest
temperature loading condition, i.e. T ¼ 30K, where the stress magnitude is in the order of 1 GPa. Here, the maximum relative error is
approximately 1% for the optimization run 11.
3.2.7. Robustness
Here we used simulated data as reference, however, the experimental data usually used as input contains non-systematic errors.
These errors may affect the robustness and performance of an optimization algorithm in reaching a solution. To investigate the effects
of imperfection on the robustness of the optimization methodology introduced in this study, an imperfect set of reference data was
created by introducing a random error between � 2.5% of the yield stress into the reference stress–strain curves.
Although the error in an experimental set of data can exceed �2.5%, these errors are normally systematic, e.g. creating a shift in the
experimental data. Such a shift in the reference data set does not affect the robustness of the methodology. However, it results in a
different set of optimized parameters compared to the original reference data set. Unlike the systematic errors, random non-systematic
errors can deteriorate the performance of an optimization methodology. Therefore, in this study, a random non-systematic error of
�2.5% has been introduced into the perfect synthetic reference data set. The value of �2.5% is selected to keep the correct trend in the
strain rate and temperature sensitivity, e.g. to avoid a lower yield point at higher strain rates. As in the case of experimental results, the
employed model is not able to reproduce these deteriorated curves exactly.
Fig. 12 shows the optimization outputs for 20 independent optimization runs. It can be seen that the random error does not affect
the values of the obtained parameters noticeably. The converged values for ρα 0 , Cλ, and dαanni are almost the same as the original values
with less than 1% deviation from the original data. The optimization results for v0 are distributed between 1.2 � 104ms 1 to 4.6 �
104ms 1, which is around 1% of the optimization range. The distribution for ΔF is between 1.73 � 10 19J to 1.84 � 10 19J, which is
around 11% of the optimization range. For τ*0 the distribution is between 385 MPa and 411 MPa, which is around 10.4% of the
optimization range; For p it is between 0.32 and 0.35, which is around 6.7% of the optimization range. The distribution for q is between
1.42 and 1.54, which is around 20% of the optimization range.
Interestingly, the distribution for v0, p, q, ΔF, and τ*0 is narrower for the case of imperfect reference data than for the case of perfect
reference data. This can be explained as follows: For the case of the perfect set of reference data, the ideal solution results in a fitness
value of zero. A small deviation from the ideal case leads to a small error in the reproduced stress–strain curves. According to the
equations presented in Section 2.1.2, the individual objective functions are calculated by the sum of the square of the errors.
Consequently, the fitness values is less affected by small errors. While for the case of the imperfect set of reference data, the error for an
imaginary best solution is already large. Therefore, a deviation from the best solution results in a relatively larger error and the
convergence to the optimal solution is easier.
3.2.8. Performance analysis for the genetic algorithm
As mentioned in Section 2.1, a genetic algorithm consists of several steps and operations. In this section, the effect of two important
features of the GA, namely, population size and type of crossover, on the robustness and efficiency of the GA are studied using the
perfect reference data introduced above in Section 3.2.2. Two types of crossover, namely single-point crossover (SPC) and reduced
surrogate crossover (SRC), are investigated for different population sizes ranging from 200 to 8000 chromosomes. For each case study,
25 GA runs are performed, and the resulting data is statistically analyzed.
3.2.8.1. Efficiency of the GA. Fig. 13(a) shows the number of generations required for the GA to converge to a solution. It can be seen
that the number of generations needed for the GA to converge is dependent on the type of the crossover used. The number of

Fig. 12. The optimized solution from 20 optimization runs for the dislocation-density-based model in the case of imperfect set of reference data.
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Fig. 13. Efficiency and robustness of the GA for different population sizes and two types of crossover. SPC and RSC stand for single-point crossover
and reduced surrogate crossover, respectively. (a) Number of generations needed for a GA to be completed. The error bar shows the standard
deviation of the observations. (b) Distribution of the fitness value of the converged solutions for different population sizes and crossover techniques.

generations to convergence is higher for the reduced surrogate crossover than for the single-point crossover. This is because the
reduced surrogate crossover avoids producing parent clones. Therefore, for this crossover technique, the second stop criterion, i.e. no
improvement in the best solution for 50 generations, is usually responsible for terminating the GA. The population size also has a
noticeable effect on the number of generations required to convergence. For both crossover methods, the number of generations
needed for convergence increases with an increase in the population size.
3.2.8.2. Robustness of the GA. Fig. 13(b) shows the distribution of the fitness value of the converged solutions for different population
sizes and types of crossover. The population size has a significant effect on the mean and the range of the distribution. For a comparably
small population size of 200, the range of the distribution is wide, and most of the optimization processes do not converge to the
optimal solution. The distribution range of the fitness values for the population size of 500 is almost two times smaller than the
distribution of the fitness values for the population size of 200. The rate of improvement in the quality of the optimal solution, the
fitness value, decreases for large population sizes.
A comparison between the results from the two types of crossover reveals that the reduced surrogate crossover results in a narrower
distribution of the fitness values and a higher quality of the solution. However, this distinction becomes insignificant at high popu
lation sizes. Since single-point crossover needs a smaller number of generations to convergence, and the time efficiency of the GA has a

Fig. 14. Percentage of GA runs terminated by the second stop criterion, i.e. no improvement in the best solution for 50 generations. The rest of the
GA runs were terminated by the first stop criterion, i.e. 70% of the chromosomes in a generation become equal, and none of the GA runs was
terminated by the third stop criterion, i.e. reaching 500 generations. The results are shown for different population sizes and two types of crossover.
SPC and RSC stand for single-point crossover and reduced surrogate crossover, respectively.
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strong relationship with the number of generations, it can be concluded that the single-point crossover has better efficiency.
3.2.8.3. Stop criterion. Fig. 14 shows the percentage of GA runs terminated by the second stop criterion. It can be seen that in the case
of using the single-point crossover and small population sizes most of the optimization runs are terminated by the first criterion, i.e.
70% of the chromosomes in a generation become equal. Hence, only for a few limited cases the second criterion, i.e. no improvement in
the best solution for 50 generations, is responsible for the termination. However, at large population sizes, i.e. 4000 and 8000, the
second criterion is responsible for the termination of most of GA runs. For the reduced surrogate crossover, the second criterion is
responsible for the termination of most of the GA runs independently of the population size. None of the optimization cases was
terminated by the third stop criterion, i.e. reaching 500 generations.
3.3. Phenomenological crystal plasticity model including deformation twinning
As a third and final application example, the performance of the methodology is investigated when numerous deformation
mechanisms are available. For this purpose, the presented parameter identification procedure has been used to identify the constitutive
parameters of a CP model for a Magnesium alloy with hexagonal close-packed crystal (hcp) structure. The availability of multiple slip
and twin systems makes the plastic deformation of Mg alloys strongly anisotropic and non-linear. The used CP model is an extension of
the above outlined phenomenological CP model (Hutchinson, 1976; Roters et al., 2019) in which twinning is modeled in a
pseudo-shear approach (Kalidindi, 1998). It is briefly outlined in the following section. The kinematics for elasto-plastic behavior is
defined within the finite deformation framework, and the model is part of the current DAMASK version 2.0.3. For more details the
reader is referred to (Roters et al., 2010, 2019).
3.3.1. Constitutive law
The plastic component of the material’s internal state is parametrized in terms of a set of shear resistances τ0 on Nsþtw ¼ Ns þ Ntw
slip and twin systems. During the deformation, the resistances on the slip systems α ¼ 1, …, Ns evolve from their initial value
τ0 asymptotically to a system-dependent saturation value depending on the shear on different slip and twin systems as:

τ_ α0 ¼ hs0

s

Ns
X

�
0 �
j_γα j��1

α0 ¼1

0

�a

�

τα0 ��
sgn 1
0
τα∞ �

0

�

Ntw
0
0
τα0 αα0 X
γ_ β hαβ
h þ
0
α
τ∞
0
β ¼1

(29)

where h are the slip-slip [142,143] and slip-twin interaction matrices, hs0 s is a slip hardening fitting parameter, and τα∞ is the set of
saturation stresses, respectively.
In a similar way, the resistances on the twin systems β ¼ 1, …, Ntw evolve as:
0

Table 7
Material parameters used to produce reference stress–strain data for the phenomenological model incorporating deformation twinning.
variable

description

units

reference value

c/a
C11
C33
C44
C12
C13
γ_ s0

lattice parameter ratio
elastic constant
elastic constant
elastic constant
elastic constant
elastic constant
twinning reference shear rate

–
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
s 1

1.6235
59.3
61.5
16.4
25.7
21.4
0.001

slip reference shear rate

s

basal slip resistance
prismatic slip resistance
pyramidal 〈a〉 slip resistance
pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 slip resistance
tensile twin resistance
compressive twin resistance
basal saturation stress
prismatic saturation stress
pyramidal 〈a〉 saturation stress
pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 saturation stress
twin-twin hardening parameter

MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa

10
55
60
60
45
80
45
135
150
150
50

slip-slip hardening parameter

MPa

500

twin-slip hardening parameter

MPa

150

slip strain rate sensitivity parameter
twinning strain rate sensitivity parameter
slip hardening parameter

–
–
–

10
5
2.5

γ_ tw
0

τ0,basal
τ0,pris
τ0,pyr〈a〉
τ0,pyr〈cþa〉
τ0,T1
τ0,C2
τ∞,basal
τ∞,pris
τ∞,pyr〈a〉
τ∞,pyr〈cþa〉
htw
0
hs0

htw
0

tw
s

ns
ntw
a

s

20

1

0.001
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τ_ β0 ¼ htw
0

s

Ns
X
0
0
j_γα jhβα þ htw
0

tw

0

Ntw
X

0

γ_ β hββ

0

(30)

0

α ¼1

β ¼1

s
tw
where htw
and htw
are twinning-slip and twinning-twinning hardening fitting parameters, respectively.
0
0
Given a set of current slip resistances, shear on each slip system occurs according to
� α �ns
� �
s� τ �
α
γ_ α ¼ ð1 f tot
tw Þ γ_ 0 � α � sgnðτ Þ;

(31)

and shear due to mechanical twinning occurs according to
� �ntw
� �
tw � τ �
γ_ ¼ ð1 f tot
tw Þ γ_ 0 � � HðτÞ

(32)

τ0

τ0

where H is the HEAVISIDE or unit step function. f tot
tw is the total twin volume fraction, and it is given by
Ntw
�X
�
f tot
γ β =γchar ; 1:0
tw ¼ max
|ffl
ffl
ffl
{
zffl
ffl
ffl
}
β¼1

(33)

β

¼:f tw

where γchar is the characteristic shear due to mechanical twinning, the value of which depends on the twin system.
3.3.2. Numerical inputs
3.3.2.1. Reference data sets. The material parameters listed in Table 7 have been used to calculate reference stress–strain curves using
the phenomenological constitutive model incorporating deformation twinning. These material parameters have been chosen according
to those reported for magnesium alloys in (Roters et al., 2019). It should be noted that ntw has a significant effect on the convergence
and the numerical costs of the simulations. Zhang and Joshi (2012) and Herrera-Solaz et al. (2014) observed that for a large ntw, the
convergence becomes significantly difficult and time-consuming. In this study, we also observed that the convergence time increases
significantly when ntw exceeds 10. Furthermore, it was observed for some combinations of the material parameters that no conver
gence is achieved when ntw is larger than 10. Therefore, here, a smaller value for ntw has been used compared to what was reported in
(Roters et al., 2019).
The crystallographic orientation distribution used here is a strong basal texture with the c-axis parallel to the normal direction
(ND), a typical crystallographic texture observed for rolled Mg alloys. The pole figures of the crystallographic orientation distribution
are plotted in Fig. 15. For such a strong texture, the plastic deformation behavior is highly anisotropic, especially for an hcp crystal
structure. This indicates that for different loading directions different slip and/or twin systems are activated. If a slip or twinning
family is not activated for any of the imposed loading conditions, it will not be possible to identify the values of the underlying material
parameters. To enable the identification of all material parameters, it is necessary to use reference data for different strain modes. For
this purpose, the simulations have been performed under both compression and tension for seven different loading conditions, as
shown in Fig. 16. In the figure, the arrow indicates the loading orientation (loading angle) for tension/compression, and the dark gray
face indicates the constraint direction for plane-strain loading conditions. All simulations have been performed at different strain rates
ranging from 10 5s 1 to 1s 1.

Fig. 15. Pole figures of the initial texture of the Mg alloy used as input to create the RVE for the simulations. The intensities in the legend are given
in units of multiples of a random distribution, whereby a random texture would give a value of unity.
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Fig. 16. Schematic of the loading conditions used for the simulations. The arrows indicate the loading orientation for the loading direction
(tension/compression), and the dark gray faces indicate the constraint direction for the plane-strain loading conditions. (a) uniaxial compression/
tension along RD, (b) uniaxial compression/tension in the RD-ND plane at 45� from both RD and ND, (c) uniaxial compression/tension along ND, (d)
plane-strain compression/tension along RD with TD as the constraint direction, (e) plane-strain compression/tension in the RD-ND plane at 45� from
both RD and ND with TD as the constraint direction, (f) plane-strain compression/tension along ND with TD as the constraint direction, (g) planestrain compression/tension along RD with ND as the constraint direction.

3.3.2.2. Adjustable parameters and their ranges. Table 8 lists the ranges selected for the adjustable parameters of the CP model. These
ranges have been selected according to those experimentally reported in the literature for single crystal Mg alloys, see Zhang and Joshi
(2012) for more detailed information. The spread of the reported data in the literature for τ0,pyr〈cþa〉 and τ0,C2 is larger in comparison
with the rest of the parameters. Therefore wide ranges for these two parameters have been considered.
3.3.3. Sensitivity and effect analysis
A sensitivity analysis is performed to determine the statistically significant material parameters for the ranges presented in Table 8.
Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show the effects plot for the resulting stress, respectively, at ϵp ¼ 0 and ϵp ¼ 0.3 under different loading conditions. It
should be noted that based on the output from ANOVA, there are many more statistically significant effects than those shown in the
figures, however, only the most pronounced effects are shown here.
The anisotropic plastic behavior is fully reflected in the effect analysis. The effects and interaction effects of different parameters
strongly depend on the loading conditions (loading orientation, loading direction, and loading mode). For example, a compressive
loading along the c-axis (load case c) can be accommodated by pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 slip and compression twin modes. As expected, the
effect analysis shows that under this loading condition the main effects and interaction effects for the pyramidal 〈c þ a〉 slip and
compression twin modes are high, while the effects of the other slip and twinning modes are relatively small or even insignificant.
We observed from the effect analysis that some of the loading conditions used in this study are mutually dependent, i.e. loading
condition a (uniaxial compression/tension along RD) with loading condition g (plane-strain compression/tension along RD with ND as
the constraint direction), loading condition b (uniaxial compression/tension in the RD-ND plane at 45� from both RD and ND) with
loading condition e (plane-strain compression/tension in the RD-ND plane at 45� from both RD and ND with TD as the constraint
direction), and loading condition c (uniaxial compression/tension along ND) with loading condition f (plane-strain compression/
tension along ND with TD as the constraint direction). Therefore, the results of the effect analysis for loading conditions e, f, and g are
not presented here. It should be noted that, although these loading conditions have been considered in the optimization procedure,
their effects on the optimized solutions are negligible.
The accuracy of the optimization output for each parameter is dependent on how significant the effects of that parameter are. It is
obvious that if a slip or twinning family is not activated in any of the imposed loading conditions, the effect for the related parameters
will be negligible, and it will be impossible to identify those parameters accurately. According to the effect analysis, for all parameters,
s
except htw
, there is at least one loading condition where the effect of the parameter is significant. Therefore, theoretically, the loading
0
s
.
conditions used in this study suffice to determine all the parameters except for htw
0
3.3.4. Grouping the parameters
The only statistically significant parameters at the yield stress are τ0,basal, τ0,pris, τ0,pyr〈a〉, τ0,pyr〈cþa〉, τ0,T1, τ0,C2, ns, and ntw. As
mentioned earlier, splitting the parameters into different groups results in a substantial decrease in the number of simulations required
to build the off-line database. Therefore, in this application example, the parameters have been divided into two different groups. The
first group includes τ0,basal, τ0,pris, τ0,pyr〈a〉, τ0,pyr〈cþa〉, τ0,T1, τ0,C2, ns, and ntw. These parameters will be determined using the yield stress
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Table 8
Ranges of the adjustable parameters for the phenomenological CP model incor
porating deformation twinning.
variable

units

range

τ0,basal
τ0,pris
τ0,pyr〈a〉
τ0,pyr〈cþa〉
τ0,T1
τ0,C2
τ∞,basal
τ∞,pris
τ∞,pyr〈a〉
τ∞,pyr〈cþa〉

MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa

[5, 30]
[30, 60]
[50, 90]
[50, 110]
[35, 70]
[60, 120]
[30, 60]
[100, 160]
[120, 180]
[120, 180]
[30, 80]

MPa

[100, 200]

MPa

[400, 600]

–
–
–

[15, 35]
[3, 8]
[2, 4]

htw
0
htw
0

hs0 s
ns
ntw
a

tw
s

Fig. 17. The main effects and interaction effects for the stress at the yield point under the different loading conditions shown in Fig. 16, (a) loading
condition a – uniaxial compression/tension along RD, (b) loading condition b – uniaxial compression/tension in the RD-ND plane at 45� from both
RD and ND, (c), loading conditions c – uniaxial compression/tension along ND, and (d) loading condition d – plane-strain compression/tension
along RD with TD as the constraint direction. The results are shown for ϵ_ ¼ 0.1 s 1 under compression and tension. The magnitudes of the effects are
calculated using Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), and they are in MPa. The material parameters are defined in Table 7.
tw
data. The second group includes τ0,pyr〈a〉, τ∞,basal, τ∞,pris, τ∞,pyr〈a〉, τ∞,pyr〈cþa〉, hs0 s , htw
, and a. These parameters will be determined
0
using the data at higher strains and the strain hardening behavior.
It should be noted that τ0,pyr〈a〉 has been considered in both groups. Although the effect of τ0,pyr〈a〉 is statistically significant for
loading condition a, uniaxial compression/tension along RD, its magnitude is much smaller than the rest of the parameters. Besides,
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Fig. 18. The main effects and interaction effects for the stress at ϵp ¼ 0.3 under the different loading conditions shown in Fig. 16, (a) loading
condition a – uniaxial compression/tension along RD, (b) loading condition b – uniaxial compression/tension in the RD-ND plane at 45� from both
RD and ND, (c), loading conditions c – uniaxial compression/tension along ND, and (d) loading condition d – plane-strain compression/tension
along RD with TD as the constraint direction. The results are shown for ϵ_ ¼ 0.1 s 1 under compression and tension. The magnitudes of the effects are
calculated using Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), and they are in MPa. The material parameters are defined in Table 7.

there is a strong interaction between this parameter and τ0,pris. As a result, uniquely identifying τ0,pyr〈a〉 using only the yield stress data
is difficult. To overcome this problem, this parameter was considered in both groups. Despite the relatively large range selected for
s
htw
, its effect is not significant at any loading conditions. Therefore, it has been removed from the optimization procedure, and its
0
value has been fixed as 150 MPa to save computation time.
3.3.5. Determined parameter set
Fig. 19 shows the results from 20 independent optimization runs. It can be seen that the optimization methodology recovers the
original parameters for the first group of parameters, namely τ0,basal, τ0,pris, τ0,pyr〈a〉, τ0,pyr〈cþa〉, τ0,T1, τ0,C2, ns, and ntw, with an accuracy
of � 1%. This reveals that all these parameters have a unique contribution to the CP model, and the optimization methodology is able
to capture this uniqueness.
Unlike the first group of parameters, a distribution is achieved for the optimized solutions of the second group of parameters,
namely τ∞,basal, τ∞,pris, τ∞,pyr〈a〉, τ∞,pyr〈cþa〉, hs0 s , and a. It should be noted that the error in the predicted stress–strain curves is less than
0.6 MPa for all 20 optimization runs despite the distribution achieved for these parameters. As mentioned in Section 3.1, a and τ∞ are
strongly correlated and mutually dependent. Considering both parameters in the optimization leads to an underdetermined system
that has multiple feasible solutions. Therefore, no unique solution can be achieved when both a and τ∞ are considered in the opti
mization procedure.
The mutually dependent parameters in CP models are, in general, a serious obstacle when aiming to identify a unique solution for
the associated optimization problems. This issue is often not noticed (or maybe not reported) since the optimization methodologies are
usually performed using experimental data. In this case, there is no reference set of parameters to evaluate the quality of the solution,
and a parameter set is considered as good if the experimental data can be reproduced. One way to overcome such a problem is to
identify these parameters and to remove them from the optimization process. Fig. 20 shows the results from 20 independent opti
mization runs when a is removed from the optimization procedure and fixed at a value of 2.5. It can be seen that now all the parameters
can be determined uniquely, and the optimization methodology can recover the original values for the parameters. On the long run, it
is desirable to develop constitutive models without such redundant parameters.
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Fig. 19. The box plot of the optimized solutions from 20 optimization runs for the phenomenological CP model incorporating deforma
tion twinning.

Fig. 20. The box plot of the optimized solutions from 20 optimization runs for the phenomenological CP model incorporating deformation twinning
when a is removed from the optimization procedure and fixed at a value of 2.5.

4. Conclusions
In this study, a novel and computationally efficient approach was developed for identifying constitutive parameters from
macroscopic stress–strain data. The power of this methodology was demonstrated on the examples of a phenomenological, a
dislocation-density-based CP model, and a phenomenological model incorporating deformation twinning. It was shown that the
methodology reliably reproduces the known parameters of simulated reference compression/tension tests. Moreover, the outcome of
the identification procedure helps to quantitatively and systematically study the role of the underlying single crystal parameters in
predicting the deformation behavior of a polycrystalline aggregate.
The main observations for the phenomenological model are:
∙ The only significant parameters at the yield point are τ0 and n with positive and negative effects, respectively.
∙ At higher strains, all parameters, except h0, have a significant effect with negative effect for n and a and positive effect for τ0 and τ∞.
∙ The main effect for h0 is much smaller than for all other parameters.
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∙ The optimization methodology can reach a unique solution for τ0 and n, while it predicts a (small) distribution for the other
parameters.
The main observations for the dislocation-density-based model are:
∙ The main effect for p, τ*0 , ΔF, and ρα 0 is positive, i.e. the resulting stress increases with an increase in these parameters.
∙ The main effect for q and v0 is negative, i.e. the resulting stress decreases with an increase in these parameters.
∙ p, q, ΔF, and τ*0 have a strong interaction with each other, and the CP model is underdetermined for a large range of temperature and
strain rates.
∙ There is no significant interaction between dαanni and Cλ and the other parameters, i.e. p, τ*0 , ΔF, ρα 0 , q, and v0. Therefore, the pa
rameters can be grouped into two independent blocks.
∙ p, τ*0 , ΔF, ρα 0 , q, and v0 can be determined from the yield stress data, while dαanni and Cλ can be determined from the hardening
behavior.
∙ The optimization methodology can reach a unique solution for ρα, dαanni , and Cλ, while it predicts a narrow distribution for τ*0 , ΔF, p,
q, and v0.
The main observations for the phenomenological model incorporating deformation twinning are:
∙ The significant parameters at the yield point are τ0,basal, τ0,pris, τ0,pyr〈a〉, τ0,pyr〈cþa〉, τ0,T1, τ0,C2, ns, and ntw. These parameters can be
uniquely determined if a sufficiently variable set of loading conditions is used in the optimization procedure to capture the strong
anisotropic plastic deformation behavior of hcp materials.
∙ There is a strong correlation between a and τ∞;basal ; τ∞;pris ; τ∞;pyr〈a〉 ; τ∞;pyr〈cþa〉 ;hs0 s , which prevents determining these parameters in an
unambiguous and unique manner.
∙ One way to overcome the problem of correlated parameters is to identify these parameters with the help of the current method
ology and to remove them from the optimization process. The results show that a unique solution for τ∞;basal ; τ∞;pris ; τ∞;pyr〈a〉 ;
τ∞;pyr〈cþa〉 ; hs0 s can be achieved, if a is removed from the optimization procedure.
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